### Get a Clue – Recycle Plastics

GET A CLUE-circle the item if your team guesses correctly. Each correct answer is worth one point each.

A—A3—B—B3—C—C3—D—D3—E—E3—F—F3

**Directions:**

This round of Speed Dating involves solving a puzzle about Recycling Plastics. You have six frameworks, six plastic recycling symbols, and six pictures of plastic items that can be recycled. Your team must sort the pictures and symbols into the appropriate framework.

The clues listed below each red box describe a type of recyclable plastic that is commonly labeled with one of the plastic recycling symbols. Place the correct recycling symbol in the red box. In the empty box at the bottom of the framework place a picture of another example of that recyclable plastic type. The scorekeeper will circle the number of the question you have answered correctly after I verify your answer.

You have **seven** minutes to complete this round. At the end of this round, I will verify your score and you will move on to the next date.

### Frameworks

- **A.**
  - 1. yogurt containers
  - 2. ketchup bottles
  - 3.

- **B.**
  - 1. meat trays
  - 2. disposable cups
  - 3.

- **C.**
  - 1. salad dressing bottles
  - 2. peanut butter containers
  - 3.

- **D.**
  - 1. plumbing pipe
  - 2. detergent bottles
  - 3.

- **E.**
  - 1. cereal box liners
  - 2. butter tubs
  - 3.

- **F.**
  - 1. frozen food bags
  - 2. squeeze bottles
  - 3.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GET A CLUE - circle the item if your team guesses correctly. Each correct answer is worth one point each.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A—A3—B—B3—C—C3—D—D3—E—E3—F—F3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Directions:**  
This round of Speed Dating involves solving a puzzle about recycling plastics. You have six frameworks, six plastic recycling symbols, and six pictures of plastic items that can be recycled. Your team must sort the pictures and symbols into the appropriate framework.

The clues listed below each red box describe a type of recyclable plastic that is commonly labeled with one of the plastic recycling symbols. Place the correct recycling symbol in the red box. In the empty box at the bottom of the framework place a picture of another example of that recyclable plastic type. The scorekeeper will circle the number of the question you have answered correctly after I verify your answer.

You have **seven** minutes to complete this round. At the end of this round, I will verify your score and you will move on to the next date.

### Frameworks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Clues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A. 5PD    | 5PD    | 1. yogurt containers  
2. ketchup bottles  
3. medicine bottle |
| B. 6PS    | 6PS    | 1. meat trays  
2. disposable cups  
3. egg carton |
| C. 1PETE  | 1PETE  | 1. salad dressing bottles  
2. peanut butter containers  
3. water bottle |
| D. 3V     | 3V     | 1. plumbing pipe  
2. detergent bottles  
3. plastic bag |
| E. 2HDPE  | 2HDPE  | 1. cereal box liners  
2. butter tubs  
3. milk jug |
| F. 4LDPE  | 4LDPE  | 1. frozen food bags  
2. a squeeze bottles  
3. shopping bag |